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In a world where socio, ethical and eco divide is polarizing more and more, RLD is a
positioning and branding company, that identifies and binds sustainable, social,
ethical and ecological impact, to start-up and scale-up businesses. This is because RLD
creates “business for good” brand solutions that work hard for your business. Resulting
in clients, colleagues and investors having ever increasing reasons to buy, work and
venture with your business. In this way, we are creating a new standard where
businesses deliver not only for their customers but for the good of humankind and the
planet always.

What we do:
Work with established organistations, scale up SMEs and start-up businesses to deliver brand strategy, identity
and messaging.
–

Bring clarity and momentum to the challenges of business growth. We are able to work at pace, as we're
open-minded and not tied to one process.

–

Flexibility, being willing and able to think on the move are much more important than any traditional brand
model or outdated book of rules.

–

Proud, not precious about our work. Finding the right answer is often more about discovery than invention.
We're here to support the vision and ambition of our clients.

–

You get to work with specialists in their chosen field, small teams of designers, strategists and copywriters,
who will be with you every step of the journey.

–

No account execs, project managers, or other superfluous gatekeepers to get in the way.

We work with:
–

Established and early phase start-ups who have secured seed, series A or series B funding.

–

Scale-ups, SMEs who have growth capital to go to the next level.

–

National and multi-national companies who’s incubated service or product is ready to go to market.

–

Consultancies, Investors, government agencies and NGOs who want a partner to help communicate their
projects’ objectives.

We're focused on tech, media, b2b, consumer and social enterprises.
In other words, we love working with ambitious organisations who want to change the game.

Some work we are proud of

Positioning, branding, messaging, communications & creative direction
CeresPower is the disrupter in the fuel cell market, but they needed a new positioning to
reflect the maturity of their technology and market readiness. Having refreshed their logo
and messaging, their new visual language for their website and other channels is
providing new ways to talk about their technology. The refreshed investor and customer
presentations have helped raise £25M and win new clients as they continue to grow.

cerespower.com

Positioning for the UK Public Health Sector
Salesforce wanted to create a thought leadership
campaign to engage with the UK’s Health Sector.
The Challenge – how to position the overtly
commercial and American culture of Salesforce to a
UK Public Health Sector.
The Solution – Using the UK’s public health charter
as a guide to adapt Salesforce’s vernacular. Then
finding a health issue with a narrative that could
showcase all that Saleforce has to offer for both the
public’s and health service’s benefits.
The positioning and design of the thought piece was
received so well that it became Salesforce’s core
messaging for the UK Public Health Sector. The
design elements were used across all their
communication materials and the campaign has
helped them win a growing number of large UK
contracts.

Positioning, brand architecture and branding
The challenge – How do you create a unifying brand for a new
organisation born out of the union of EAN & UCC, the world’s
largest supply chain standards organisations, with over 120
independent membership offices worldwide?
The solution – In consultation with the board we created a
new brand positioning and service and product brand
hierarchies. This initial consultation was concluded by
globally market testing a short list of new names, along with
the the chosen brand hierarchies and positioning.
The success of the initial work achieved total buy-in from the
global membership and so formed the basis for our single
brand identity and guidelines.
The identity has now been implemented worldwide by more
than 120 membership organisations and today GS1 is
recognised as the global supply chain standards authority.

gs1.org

Arqiva – brand strategy and messaging
The challenge – Having grown through acquisition,
Arqiva’s brand position and sales messages were in
disarray. Clients complained that Arqiva was difficult
to understand and difficult to do business with. They
lacked a single story, instead offering multiple and
sometimes conflicting views of who they were, what
they did and what made them different.
“Our brand should be telling the combined
Arqiva story but it’s not” John Cresswell, Arqiva CEO
The solution – We created a new brand positioning
and a unified set of sales messages to communicate
the core propositions from a customer perspective.
We brought consistency, making connections
between business divisions and presenting a
combined story for the first time. From these core
ideas, we created a tool kit for their elevator pitch,
boiler plate, web copy and sales presentations.
“We’ve now got a framework that unifies the whole
business” Sally Robins, Group Marketing Director

Life water – positioning & branding,
You won't find many bottled water companies saying this, but we believe that bottled
water is bad. There we said it. We do however recognise that carrying water is essential
for the busy on the go lifestyles that we all lead. So where does that leave us...? Life Water
is on a mission to do things differently. Bottled water done right. Every aspect of Life
Water sets out to make a positive difference to the world we live in.

Drop4drop – positioning, naming, branding & creative direction
Drop4drop is a charity who’s mission is to alleviate the world water crisis by
leveraging businesses to match their water usage to the volume of water supplied
into the developing world.
The logo was designed as a "kite mark” for drinks brands to use to communicate
their charitable guarantee.
Drop4drop has so far provided in excess of 1.5 billion litres of clean water supply to
communities worldwide by digging wells in remote regions around the world. It
will dig 300 wells this year and it’s annual World water Day awareness campaign,
started in 2013, reach over half a billion people this year.

The Cabinet Office’s Innovation Unit
The challenge – The cabinet office set up The
Innovation Unit to run a special initiative
looking at sustainability in the third sector. A
handful of organisations were auditioned to
participate and I was asked to be the strategic
positioning and brand consultant working with
the charities for the duration of the project.
The solution – Through a series of workshops,
Ray worked with the chosen organisations on
defining a strategic concepts, positioning and
branding their offers as either social
businesses or even commercial entities. The
organisations ultimately developed
propositions to future proof themselves via
commercially viable offers so as not be solely
reliant on Government funding into the future.
The participating organisations’ new offers
were launched to great success at the House
of Commons.

Innovate UK, Nesta and 100% Open
workshops & branding
Innovate UK’s Newton Fund in partnership with Nesta
targets innovation and start-ups in South American
Pacific Rim countries. A pilot accelerator project
involving 20 Columbian start-ups and innovation
organisations was run in London.
Having run the strategic positioning workshops for
the start-ups in the pilot project, we were then asked
to develop with 100% Open the positioning and
branding for a new Policy Accelerator for Government
innovation ministers and organisations of the
participating countries.

We provided a high performing brand video and motion
graphics service to Interbrand, when they were invited
to pitch to become BBC’s branding agency, Interbrand
asked for our broadcast expertise and knowledge to
lead their winning pitch.

WALLANDER
The concept was to create a TV brand that,
while echoing clean Swedish Bauhaus design,
pointed at Swedish society’s melancholy,
troubled and sometimes disturbed underbelly.
The organic development of the music with
composer Martin Phipps exposed Emily
Barker as a new singing talent. The titles
were nominated for a BAFTA and the
series is attributed to starting the
“Scandi” trend in TV dramas.

proven thinking brought to life

